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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
 
 

DMG’s Ecosite Bulk Fill Named One of Dentistry’s Top 100 Products 
 

Winners selected based on feedback from dental professionals 
 

 

Ridgefield Park, New Jersey – June 21, 2019 – DMG’s  Ecosite  Bulk Fill has been named one of the 
“Readers’ Choice Top 100 Products of 2019” by Dentistry Today.  The winning products were selected 
based on the number of readers requesting information on the products during the course of the year. 
 
Ecosite Bulk Fill represents the state of the art in bulk fill composites.  It not only delivers dramatic time 
savings versus the traditional multi-layer technique using a flowable composite, it also produces more 
durable and esthetic restorations.  Moreover, it avoids the two drawbacks traditionally associated with 
bulk fill composites: compromised esthetics due to high translucence, and insufficient time to pack the 
restoration. Ecosite Bulk Fill optimizes productivity with a maximum depth of 5mm, a single 20-second 
composite cure, low shrinkage stress, and excellent adaptability, packability and handling.  It also delivers 
high polishabiilty, fluoride release and truly exceptional esthetics, and it does not require a capping layer 
or stick to instruments.  
 
Learn more about Ecosite Bulk Fill. 
 
“DMG’s new nanotechnology of sub-micron particles in Ecosite Bulk Fill creates a truly superior 
result,” said David R. Rice, DDS, founder of the IgniteDDS student and new dentist community. “The 
greater depth of cure of 5mm and reduced polymerization shrinkage give me the confidence to place 

fewer and larger increments with predictability.”  View Dr. Rice’s 1 CEU on-demand “Bulking Up Profits” 
webinar and discover how you can build up your profits with Ecosite Bulk Fill. 
 
For information about DMG and its category-defining products, please visit https://www.dmg-
america.com/.  
 
 

About DMG  
DMG manufactures and distributes market-leading restorative materials and preventive products that 
are internationally recognized for their quality and innovation. Known for breakthrough material 
technology, including flagship products Luxatemp, LuxaCore Z Dual, and the revolutionary Icon resin 
infiltrant, DMG is committed to helping the dental profession meet its materials needs through 
innovation, collaboration and dedication. For more information about DMG products, or to find a sales 
representative, please visit online at http://www.dmg-america.com, or call (800) 662-6383. 
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ADDRESS 
DMG America 
65 Challenger Road, Suite 340 
Ridgefield Park, NJ 07660 | USA 
 
 
MEDIA CONTACT  
Nicole Turner 
(518) 522-9335  |  nturner@dmg-america.com 


